
ADDENDUM TO THE VIV ASIA 2021 TERMS AND CONDITIONS; D.D. JULY 13, 2020. 

FIRST COVID CLAUSE

It is possible that your participation in VIV Asia booked in before November 1st 2020, for the period March 10-12 of 2021, 

may not take place, for example due to a sudden ban by the government in connection with COVID-19 or a postponement 

by VNU Exhibitions Europe due to uncertainties with regards to COVID-19. Whether or not the event can take place is at the 

sole discretion of VNU Exhibitions Europe. Needless to say that VNU Exhibitions Europe will proceed on the basis of the local 

government’s rules that apply from time to time, but in the event of uncertainty VNU Exhibitions Europe is always entitled to 

cancel or postpone the exhibition without being held accountable for additional cost or damages. In that case VNU Exhibitions 

Europe will exceptionally, contrary to the applicable general terms and conditions, refund the already paid participation fee. A 

voucher can also be provided upon request, which you can use for a reservation of the next scheduled exhibition date for VIV 

Asia. It is possible that VNU Exhibitions Europe has incurred operating costs in the meantime, for example catering, logistics, 

stand construction or the purchase of certain items that can no longer be returned. Unfortunately, we will have to invoice these 

costs to you, whereby we will of course try to limit such costs as much as possible.  

SECOND COVID CLAUSE 

It is possible that your company’s participation in VIV Asia, when booked in before November 1st 2020 for the period March 

10-12 of 2021, may not take place due to travel bans imposed by the Thailand Government and/or by the applicating company 

in connection with COVID-19. Meaning that relevant staff cannot travel from the applicating companys’ Global Headquarters and/

or the applicant companys’ Regional, i.e. Asia Headquarters or in the event that travel is possible but incoming staff would need 

to undergo a 14 days quarantine. In that case VNU Exhibitions Europe will exceptionally, contrary to the applicable general terms 

and conditions, allow the exhibitor to cancel its participation and refund the already paid participation fee. A voucher can also be 

provided upon request, which you can use for a reservation on the next scheduled exhibition date for VIV Asia. It is possible that 

VNU Exhibitions Europe has incurred operating costs in the meantime, for example catering, logistics, stand construction or the 

purchase of certain items that can no longer be returned. Unfortunately, we will have to invoice these costs to you, whereby we 

will of course try to limit such costs as much as possible.  
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